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AIRBRIDGECARGO TRANSPORTS
ACHIEVES ENVIROTAINER
AIRBRIDGECARGO
SATELLITE
QEP ACCREDITATION AT ITS MOSCOW
EQUIPMENT FROM FRANCE TO RUSSIA
SHEREMETYEVO HUB AND IN DALLAS
The continuing development
of AirBridgeCargo’s (ABC)
products and services for
pharmaceutical customers
has seen the airline
achieve Envirotainer’s
QEP accreditation at its
global hub at Moscow
Sheremetyevo Airport and in
Dallas, one of its six online
gateways in the U.S.
Envirotainer, which has been delivering innovative Active containers for secure cold chain solutions for over 30 years,
On
August 2nd AirBridgeCargo Airlines (ABC) transported a 16-tonne satellite
created its Qualified Envirotainer Provider Training and Quality Program (QEP) to recognise transport service providers
which demonstrate
ability
properly
manage
Envirotainer
container shipments
accordance with
Good
equipment
ontheir
one
oftoits
Boeing
747-400
freighters
from inToulouse
in France
to
Distribution Practices (GDP).
Krasnoyarsk (Russia). The shipment was loaded onto the pallet and smoothly
Fedorto
Novikov,
Director Pharma,thanks
Global at to
AirBridgeCargo,
said: “Gaining QEP
accreditation is
another
transported
its destination
highly professional
personnel
ofyetABC.
sign of the commitment we are making to our pharmaceutical customers and further demonstrates our
ability
to protect
quality and
temperature-sensitive
pharma products.
been
AirBridgeCargo
Airlines
(ABC) the
on regular
basisintegrity
handlesofhigh
value cargo for aerospace
clients. In We
the have
first half
of heavily
involved
pharma
transportation
since
2016 and
our focus
overspace
the last
18 months
has been
to invest
2013 ABC carried
over in
1,000
tonnes
of aerospace
equipment
including
other
equipment,
aircraft
components,
in developing
the and
products
and services our customers need. QEP accreditation is one of the benchmarks we and our
helicopter
spares
engines.
customers recognise as being very important as we grow pharma volumes across our network.”
Denis Ilin, Executive President, ABC, said: “We have established a proven track record for the movement
The abcPharma product offering was developed in close consultation with customers by the pharma industry
of highly sensitive and valuable aerospace cargoes and are now seen as a reliable transportation
vertical team created by the airline, which includes dedicated and qualified staff at all levels; sales, customer service,
partner by clients in the industry. Our sister airline, Volga-Dnepr Airlines, works with leading aerospace
operations, and procurement. This has led to ABC enforcing strict handling procedures and control processes required
customers for the delivery of outsize and heavyweight shipments and as part of our ‘cargo supermarket’
for pharma shipments during all stages of transportation. In November 2016, AirBridgeCargo also became the first
service, ABC provides a cost-efficient option for cargoes where B-747 transportation is the most viable
airline in Russia and only the seventh carrier in the world to receive IATA CEIV Pharma certification, which addresses the
solution.”
need for more safety, security, compliance and efficiency through a globally consistent pharmaceutical product handling
certification programme.
ABC says it is also seeing the results of its focus on the product quality provided for their customers in terms of
regularity
and punctuality.
More and
more
recognize
ABC as a to
reliable
serviceeach
provider.
In developing
its pharma product,
ABC
hascustomers
conducted
lane assessments
understand
international station’s
readiness to handle pharma shipments. This included strict audits of Ground Handling Agents and Ramp Agents as well
“In
the current
marketcompanies
conditions,and
adherence
to published
schedules
and on-time
are
more important
as audits
of trucking
other outsourced
partners,
including
checks performance
of their Quality
Management
Systems.
than ever and have a great impact on the choices customers make and the further development of companies. Like
all
airlines,
are awareManager
of the need
to be constantly
to be competitive
in airlines
the market
Chris
Fore,we
Compliance
at Envirotainer,
said:improving
“As one ofour
theservice
world’slevels
fastest-growing
all-cargo
andand
in
support
of this,
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looked
at our fleet markets
optimization
we manage
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network
and our
with
a network
serving
major
pharmaceutical
and programme,
trade lanes inhow
Europe,
North America
and
Asia Pacific,
management
processes
to find its
ways
to enhancetoour
quality.
This is
showing
positive
results
and
weuserwill
AirBridgeCargo
clearly realises
responsibility
itsservice
customers
in terms
of already
delivering
a quality
product
to the
end
be
increasing
efforts to continue
upward
trend,”
added
Ilin
a patient.
QEPour
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strong
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the airline is committed to delivering.”
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